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Abstract 
 
A significant benefit resulting from the International Space Station (ISS) program has been the 
development of common mechanisms to attach the various modular components together in orbit. 
Several different mechanisms were developed to make assembly and growth of the ISS possible. This 
paper addresses the driving design requirements and verification activities associated with these 
mechanisms that ensure that all ISS modules, built in different parts of the world and not coming in 
contact prior to on-orbit assembly, would fit together without problems. 
 

Introduction 
 
Two basic types of berthing mechanisms are used on ISS. The first type, pressurized berthing 
mechanisms, require the establishment of a pressurized passageway for transfer of crew and equipment 
between inhabited volumes. Included in this type are the Boeing-designed Common Berthing Mechanism 
and a number of Russian-designed mechanisms that were used in their very successful MIR Space 
Station Program. The second type, unpressurized berthing mechanisms, is used to attach the various 
modules on the outside of the ISS. Included in this type are the Truss element assembly systems and 
their derivatives used to attach external payloads and other components to the ISS. 
 
All major ISS elements are positioned using a robotic arm, either the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System 
(SRMS) or the Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SSRMS), resulting in similar initial mating 
conditions for all berthing mechanisms. However, the interface geometry and the resulting post-mate 
configurations are very different. Therefore, each of the berthing mechanisms is uniquely designed to 
meet the specific requirements and needs of the interfaces that they join. 
 
This paper focuses on four berthing mechanisms used to assemble ISS components. They are as 
follows: 
 

Common Berthing Mechanism (CBM) 
Segment-to-Segment Attachment System (SSAS) 
Rocketdyne Truss Attachment System (RTAS) 
Common Attach System (CAS) 
 

An exploded diagram of the International Space Station identifying the major assembly elements is shown 
in Figure 1. This figure shows which elements are already assembled in orbit and the additional elements, 
built by the United States and our International Partners, that are to be installed as the International 
Space Station is completed. Each of the mechanisms discussed in this paper has already been used at 
least once during assembly of the ISS. 
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Figure 1.  International Space Station Assembly1 
 

Generic Berthing Requirements 
 
There are two distinct methods, berthing and docking, for attaching elements together in space. Both of 
these methods are used on ISS. Berthing is defined as assisted attachment using either the Orbiter 
(SRMS) or the Space Station Remote Manipulator Systems (SSRMS). Docking is unassisted attachment 
of an autonomous vehicle or element. Examples of docking are the Orbiter to ISS and Russian Soyuz or 
Progress vehicles to ISS. All of the ISS elements that are delivered in the Orbiter Payload Bay are 
berthed to the Space Station. 
 
Many of the requirements that drove the berthing mechanism designs apply to all berthing mechanisms.2  
Each mechanism must accommodate uncertainties in Remote Manipulator System (RMS) control, 
dictating a relatively large capture envelope for the transition from RMS operation to berthing mechanism 
capture device operation. Final alignment, on the other hand, must be precisely controlled in order to 
orient the elements correctly, and the berthing mechanism design must be able to pull the elements into 
their final alignments, preload the interface, and then provide a structural attachment sufficient to react 
the interface loads. For the CBM, SSAS and CAS, the large capture envelope and remote operation of 
the mechanism requires feedback to indicate when the elements are in range of the capture mechanism, 
hence the incorporation of ready-to-latch indicators and telemetry. The RTAS has a similar capture 
envelope; however, the ready-to-latch indication is visual only due to the RTAS being manually operated.  
 

                                                 
1 NASA Illustration: http://www.hq.nasa.gov/osf/ISS_Core_Program.pdf 
2 SSP 41000, “System Specification for the International Space Station”, 01 Oct 2003 
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Each berthing mechanism design was also driven by unique requirements for that interface. The CBM3 
must provide a pressure seal and a passageway for crew and equipment between modules. The SSAS4 
is fully automated to minimize EVA operations for the inboard truss element berthing, while the RTAS is 
fully manually operated due to difficulty in getting power and data across the rotary joints between the 
inboard and outboard truss elements. The CAS, used for temporary installation of payloads and cargo 
carriers, has no requirement for a bolted structural attachment, but instead relies on the capture 
mechanism to carry structural loads. 
 

Common Berthing Mechanism (CBM) 
 
The CBM is the ISS-developed mechanism used to assemble the inhabited volume of the Space Station. 
All pressurized modules, with the exception of the Russian modules, use this mechanism design to 
provide a common attachment interface. The CBM (Figure 2) is a fully automated mechanical system that 
aligns, captures, and then bolts together the two elements. The CBM also provides the atmospheric seal 
features for establishing the pressurized passageway between the modules (shirt sleeve environment). 
The development of this mechanism was covered in a paper presented at the 26th Aerospace 
Mechanisms Symposium, “Space Station Freedom Common Berthing Mechanism”, by Eric Illi of The 
Boeing Company5. 
 
CBM Design Features and Operation 
The CBM is a complex system of 
mechanisms that work together to 
accomplish berthing of pressurized ISS 
modules (Figure 3). A major design 
driver for this mechanism is the 
requirement to provide an unobstructed 
passageway through the CBM between 
the modules. This requirement precludes 
the use of a central capture mechanism 
to pull the interface together. This 
requirement drove all of the alignment, 
capture and preload mechanisms to the 
perimeter of the CBM system. At each 
berthed interface there is an Active CBM 
half and a Passive CBM half.  The Active 
CBM half is located on the ISS side of 
the interface and encompasses all of the 
static and motor actuated mechanisms, 
telemetry and control system. The incoming element to be berthed contains the Passive CBM half, with 
all of the receiving mechanisms for the Active Half. The Passive CBM also contains the atmospheric seal 
that mates to the Active half seal surface. The CBM system is designed such that any Passive CBM half 
can berth to any Active CBM half. 

 
Figure 2.  CBM berthing of MPLM on 

Node 1 (on-orbit photo) 

 
As the element being berthed approaches the ISS, The Active and Passive halves begin to interact. 
Coarse alignment guides begin to align and center the two halves as they are moved closer together by 
the Shuttle or Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SRMS/SSRMS). At about 11.4 cm (4.5 in) 
separation, Ready to Latch mechanisms are tripped, sending a signal to the RMS operator that the two 
halves are close enough for the CBM to take over the remaining berthing operations. Capture latches, 
with electro-mechanical actuators, on the Active half extend and pull the Passive half into the Active half. 
Coarse alignment guides continue the aligning until handoff to the fine alignment components. A set of 

                                                 
3 S683-29902 “Active Common Berthing Mechanism Prime Item Development Specification”, 01 Oct 1998 
4 SP-M-598D “Configuration Item Specification for the Segment to Segment Attachment System”, 05 Dec 
2001 
5 Proceedings of the 26th Aerospace Mechanisms Symposium, May 13-15, 1992, page 281 
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fine aligning pins on the Active half engage sockets of the Passive half to begin the final alignment of the 
two halves. Standoff plunger assemblies (spring loaded shock absorbers) of the Passive half react 
against Strike Plates of the Active half to ensure relative motion of the halves is dampened and prevent 
uncontrolled seal contact and seal damage before capture is complete. Once capture and alignment is 
complete, the two halves are ready to be structurally preloaded together. This is accomplished by sixteen 
electro-mechanical actuator driven powered bolt assemblies, equally spaced around the perimeter of the 
Active half, extending and engaging floating nut assemblies on the Passive half. The powered bolts are 
loaded in a series of steps to evenly distribute the loads, ensuring proper seal contact and compression 
along with required preload for pressurization and on orbit loading of the berthed ISS modules. Shear and 
torsion loads are reacted by the fully engaged fine alignment pins and sockets. The electro-mechanical 
actuators on the powered bolts and capture latch assemblies are powered and controlled by individual 
motor controllers grouped into four sets of five controllers on removable controller panel assemblies. An 
RS-485 local bus network within the Active CBM interlinks the controller panel assemblies. The Active 
CBM is, in turn, linked to the ISS internal computer through a MIL-STD-1553 Bus network. 
 
After berthing and pressurization is complete, the controller panel assemblies can be removed, thereby 
enlarging the available passageway between the ISS modules to the maximum allowed by the hatch 
envelope (an approximately 127 cm (50 inch) square opening). 
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Figure 3.  CBM major components 
 
CBM Verification 
The verification of the CBM system was accomplished using a combination of tolerance analysis, FEM 
and Thermal analysis, capture dynamics analysis and testing, component level testing, standalone 
system level testing and flight article testing.  
 
Component Level Testing 
Capture Latch, Powered Bolt and Floating Nut, Ready to Latch, Coarse Alignment Guides and Fine 
Alignment Pins and Sockets verification testing were performed at component levels. Alignment Guides 
and Pins/Sockets were subjected to static load testing only. Capture Latch testing established the 
component mechanism operation, reach ability and capture operation. Powered Bolt/Floating Nut testing 
established the component mechanism operation, reach and pre-loading capability. Ready to Latch 
testing established the component mechanism operation. Verification of operation for these three 
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mechanisms were also performed after random vibration testing and operation performed in a thermal 
vacuum with exposure to predicted hot and cold extremes.   
 
System Level Testing 
In order to ensure that the CBM design would work correctly for all of the different applications on ISS, 
including the different pressure and thermal environments it would see during berthing operations, three 
phases of system level testing were performed. 
 
Phase ‘A’ testing developed the thermal profiles and sealing capabilities of the CBM in various 
configurations and conditions. A set of thermal balance tests were performed on full-scale CBM test 
articles at the Arnold Engineering Test Center Solar Simulation Test Chamber in Tullahoma, Tennessee. 
Thermal data obtained allowed validation of thermal models for establishing qualification testing thermal 
conditions. Full-Scale Seal Tests validated the sealing ability of the CBM at various deflected and thermal 
conditions. 
 
Phase ‘B’ implemented six degree of freedom (Six-DOF) testing to validate the capture dynamic analysis 
and determine the capture envelope. Initial conditions were established which placed the Passive half in 
orientations (lateral offset, roll offset and pitch (wobble) offset) to the Active half in order to establish the 
capture envelope. Capture latch operations were performed to pull the Passive half to the Active half into 
the position for which bolting operations would begin. Initial testing was performed on the Marshall Space 
Flight Center (MSFC) Six-DOF table. A Six-DOF resistive load system was developed and placed into the 
20-foot vacuum chamber at the MSFC facility. Follow on ambient and vacuum six-DOF testing was 
performed, establishing the initial condition parameters for the follow on Phase C testing. 
 
Phase ‘C’ testing 
culminated in the CBM 
performing complete 
berthing operations at 
deflected conditions of 
the Active and Passive 
halves, thermally 
conditioned (hot active / 
cold passive, hot 
passive / cold active), at 
sets of initial conditions, 
based on Phase B 
testing, through 
complete capture and 
preloading events and 
performed at vacuum. 
This test set up was 
performed in the same 
6-m (20-ft) vacuum 
chamber as the Phase 
B testing with the Six-
DOF resistive load system. The test setup is shown in Figure 4. The separate pressure vessels in the 
vacuum chamber induced the pressure deflections to each CBM interface. Pressure deflections were 
based off of ISS pressurized module structural testing and validated FEM analysis. Leak rate testing was 
performed to ensure the sealed joint was leak tight. Complete de-berthing operations were performed to 
validate all the functional requirements. 

Active Pressure Fixture

Passive Pressure Fixture

V20 Chamber in MSFC 4619

Resistive Load System Legs
(6)

Mass Offload 

Rail/Carriage System

Figure 4.  CBM Assembly Level Qualification Test Fixture

 
Flight Article Acceptance Testing 
With all components installed and integrated in the flight configuration on the ISS pressurized module, a 
standalone acceptance test of the CBM is performed. The standalone test is performed at ambient 
conditions to assure the integrated CBM is satisfactorily configured prior to turnover for integrated testing 
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into the ISS pressurized module. The standalone test also allows parallel activities to occur on the ISS 
module without being constrained by the CBM and limiting access to the module hatchway. 
 
On the Active CBM half, all mechanisms are exercised through their full motions, representing the on-orbit 
pre-berthing flight operations. Powered bolts are extended and retracted, capture latches opened and 
closed and ready to latch assemblies depressed and released. Power, command initialization and data 
feedback are performed and monitored through a separate support equipment control rack. Primary and 
redundant power strings are used with communications verified using both primary and redundant 1553 
bus paths. Each Controller Panel Assembly is assigned as the Master controller through the power and 
data changes.  A berthing simulator, representing a Passive CBM half (with interface seal) is mated to the 
Active CBM (Figure 5). The simulator is manually positioned to allow powered bolt engagement. Powered 
bolts are actuated using flight command steps and allowing load feedback to the support equipment 
control rack. Final load is approximately 25% of flight level pre-load, sufficient enough to allow seal 
compression and full contact at the interface. With the simulator mated, measurements are taken to 
ensure sufficient clearances between the coarse and fine aligning features of the CBM. Inspections are 
performed to assure clearances of the simulator Passive CBM components within the volume of the 
Active CBM half and surrounding module bulkhead features. A seal leak check is performed to ensure 
integrity of the Active CBM seal surface. De-berthing commands are performed to release the simulator 
for the Active CBM half.  At this point, the Active CBM is connected to the pressurized module and 
becomes an integral unit of that module.  
 
Integrated Active CBM and 
Pressurized module testing is 
performed using flight power and 
flight software for actuation and 
command of the Active CBM. Again, 
each mechanism is exercised 
through a set of motions for 
verification of control and data 
feedback. Each Controller Panel 
Assembly is assigned as Master for 
command and control functions. 
Conclusion of this testing verifies the 
Active CBM ready for flight. 
 
On the Passive CBM half an Active 
CBM simulator is utilized. This is a 
more simplified test due to no 
powered mechanisms on the 
Passive half. The simulator is 
manually positioned, attached and 
loaded to a specified gap at the 
interface seal between the simulator and Passive CBM half. This gap represents the minimal 
compression on the interface seal for assuring leak testing of the seal. The same measurements between 
aligning features are performed and assurance of clearances within the Passive CBM volume made. A 
seal leak check is performed to assure integrity of both the Passive CBM seal surface and the installed 
interface seal. The Active CBM Simulator is removed and the Passive CBM is ready for flight. This set of 
testing is performed late in the Pressurized Module flow in preparation for flight due to the interface seal 
being exposed at completion of test and the location of the Passive CBM is generally the last hatchway 
accessed and closed for module processing. 

Figure 5.  CBM Berthing Simulator 

 
The completion of standalone and integrated testing of the CBM on the Pressurized Module assures 
correct operation of the CBM and interchangeability of the CBM, to allow any Passive to berth and de-
berth to any Active, is maintained. This set of verification and testing has resulted in the current 
successful twelve berthing and six de-berthing on orbit operations of ISS pressurized modules. 
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Segment-to-Segment Attachment System (SSAS) 
 
The SSAS is an unpressurized mechanism used for structurally connecting the inboard truss elements 
(truss P1 to S0, S1 to S0, P3 to P1 and S3 to S1). The SSAS is a fully automated mechanical system that 
aligns, captures, and then bolts together two truss elements. The SSAS includes a centrally located 
capture latch assembly, three alignment guides and four discrete powered bolts to structurally attach 
each inboard truss element to the station as it is delivered by the orbiter.   
 
SSAS Design Features and Operation 
Since the SSAS is an unpressurized mechanism, it is not required to provide a pressure seal between 
elements, allowing a less complicated design solution than the CBM. A centrally located capture latch 
engages a capture bar and provides the force required to bring the interface into contact and ensure 
alignment for the bolting system (Figure 6). As with the CBM, the active elements of the SSAS, including 
the ready-to-latch sensors, capture latch assembly, and remotely actuated bolting system are on the 
active ISS side of the interface and interact with passive components on the element being berthed using 
the Station’s robotic arm (Figure 7). 
 
Using input from a digital imaging 
system and making visual 
observations of the interface, the 
SSRMS operator moves the element 
being attached into the berthing 
corridor. The SSRMS requires the 
berthing mechanism not induce 
constrained motion while the 
SSRMS operator is moving the 
payload (This was the main driver for 
designing the shape/size of the 
capture envelope and alignment 
guides). At about 7.6 cm (3 in) 
separation, ready-to-latch (RTL) 
mechanisms provide “positive” status 
feedback to the SSRMS operator. At 
RTL the interface is within sufficient 
alignment and reach for the Capture 
Latch to take over the remainder of 
the berth.   
 
The Capture Latch is driven by either 
of two independent motor drive 
mechanisms for redundancy and 
has, additionally, a mechanical EVA-
operated contingency override 
mechanism for the event of total 
electrical failure (both motors 
inoperable). As the latch claws close 
around the capture bar, they pull the 
elements into alignment and preload 
the interface. The latch preload 
provides the force to sufficiently seat 
the cup/cones, which align the 
powered bolts with their respective nuts. O
the nuts.  The bolts are engaged and tight
Bolting System controllers and the two in
the ISS internal computer network and con
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Figure 6.  SSAS Components 
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SSAS Verification 
The verification of the SSAS was accomplished using tolerance analysis, FEM analysis, component 
testing, system level development testing, hardware fit checks and finally mission unique dynamic 
simulation analysis. Due to the size of each truss element (roughly 4.6 m (15 ft) in length and weigh 13.6 
metric tons (30000 lb)) and the fact they have different structural and mass properties is combined with 
the fact the mating task is accomplished in a near zero gravity environment with one of the two truss 
elements being held by the SSRMS, performing a true representative system level test was deemed not 
practical. The cost effective approach was to perform individual component testing to validate the 
capability for the extreme misalignment conditions, perform limited system level development testing, 
perform hardware fit checks to verify installation and finally perform dynamic analysis for each of the four 
berthing events. Dynamic simulations, which include test proven contact dynamics characteristics of the 
berthing interface components, were used to verify system functionality, and prior to the system 
development test, used to determine the worst-case initial conditions for the test.   
 
Capture Latch Assembly 
The Capture Latch testing established the reach and preloading capability during and after exposure to 
the predicted environments. The assembly successfully underwent Random Vibration testing and was 
functioned in a thermal vacuum chamber at the hot and cold extremes. The latch testing verified the 
capability to capture and pull in the capture bar when anywhere within the capture envelope.   
 
Bolting System 
The Bolting system testing was performed in two phases. The first phase established the reach and 
preloading capability during and after exposure to the predicted environments. The assembly successfully 
underwent Random Vibration testing and was functioned in a thermal vacuum chamber at the hot and 
cold extremes. The bolt system testing verified the capability to engage the nut and preload when at the 
worst-case misalignment conditions. The second phase established the capability to drive together a cup 
and cone that are misaligned and mounted to structures of stiffness equivalent to the truss elements.   
 
Simulation 
FEM and multiple dynamic models were developed and validated using data from the S0, S1 (symmetric 
with P1) and P3 (symmetric with S3) truss static loads testing, the SSAS component testing, and the 
SSAS “system level” development testing. These validated models were refined to include the specific 
parameters and mating conditions for each of the four SSAS interfaces to be berthed on-orbit. The 
simulations were also used to verify berthing corridor, RTL performance and SSRMS interactions.   
 
System Development Test 
The key driver for the need of a development test was due to SSAS being an over-constrained system. 
Three of the four nut assemblies are housed inside an item defined as a “Flexure Assembly”. The flexure 
is a flexible structure that allows compliance in only one lateral direction. In the axial direction the flexure 
has an equivalent stiffness to the 
truss structure. The three flexure 
assemblies are positioned in the 
passive truss element such that the 
direction of compliance all point to 
the fixed cup (Figure 8).   

Direction of 
Compliance

Direction of 
Compliance

Direction of 
Compliance

Fixed CupDirection of 
Compliance

Direction of 
Compliance

Direction of 
Compliance

Fixed Cup

Figure 8. Flexure Compliance Illustration 

 
The capture latch is required to 
generate preload sufficient to align 
the cone (bolt side) with the cup in 
the flexure assembly. The issue of 
most concern was the on-orbit 
structural-thermal deformations of 
the truss, which create the need for 
the flexure to move in the lateral 
plane perpendicular to the compliant 
direction. These structural-thermal 
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models predicted deformations that translated into requiring the cup/cone interaction having to drive the 
truss structure back into shape. The latch preload alone was insufficient; however, the latch preload was 
sufficient in driving the cup/cones to a position where the remotely actuated bolt can acquire the nut.   
 
The system testing demonstrated the bolting action was capable of deflecting the truss back into shape, 

he system test utilized the structural test article for the S1 truss outfitted with the SSAS passive interface 

cceptance Test 
testing consisted of 

asurements t  sets (on the 

Rocketdyne Truss Attachment System (RTAS) 
 

he RTAS is a derivative of the SSAS, developed by Rocketdyne, used to assemble the outboard truss 

seating the cup/cones and establishing the required bolt preload. The testing further demonstrated that 
for worst case conditions only a fraction (roughly 1/3) of the bolt preload was needed to fully seat the 
cup/cone.   
 
T
and a structural simulator for the S0 truss was built and outfitted with the SSAS Active components. 
Thermal distortions were simulated by shims inserted into the joints of the S0 simulator. The S0 simulator 
was suspended and counterbalanced. The tests started with the S0 simulator positioned within the 
capture envelope.  The tests concluded with all four bolts fully engaged and preloaded (Figure 9).   
 
A
The acceptance 
component testing and verification of 
installation by three independent 
methods. The first installation 
verification was performed by the 
manufacturing team. The engineering 
drawings established the “as built” 
locations on the active interface as the 
“basic” dimensions, and the location of 
the mating passive interface was given 
a positional tolerance from these 
“basic” dimensions. The manufacturing 
team used laser tracker inspection 
techniques to measure the active 
interface and verify location on the 
mating passive interface. Engineering 
verification consisted of a hardware 
simulator “fit check” to check for 
potential interferences anywhere in the 
berthing interface combined with digital 
measurements taken using 
photogrammetry. The photogrammetry 
device uses two cameras to triangulate 
on a probe handle that has six light 
emitting diodes and calculates the 
location of the probe. Even though the 
laser tracker and photogrammetry 
devices are very different technologies, me
order of 0.127 mm (0.005”)) of each other. These two independent devices alone verified the interface 
installation accuracy. For hardware installation accuracy the hardware fit check could have been 
eliminated. The SSAS has been successfully operated twice on orbit to assemble the truss elements. 
 

aken by each yielded consistent data

Figure 9.  SSAS System Test:  Counterbalances 
are in foreground, large steel beams form part 

of the S0 simulator, aluminum structure in 
back is S1 Structural Test Article 

T
elements of the ISS. The RTAS is a manually driven mechanical system. The RTAS uses the same 
capture claw mechanism from the SSAS (except without motors, and is driven via the “contingency” 
manual override input), and unique, EVA crew operated, attachment bolts. Active and passive 
components of the RTAS are shown in Figures 10 and 11. 
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RTAS Design Features and Operation 
ifficulty in getting power to the outboard truss elements on ISS 

As the truss segm y-to-Latch (RTL) 

hen the fine alignment mechanism fully seats in its receptacles, the capture bar is approximately 6 mm 

The RTAS design was driven by the d
during assembly. It was decided early-on to use EVA crewmembers to operate the RTAS mechanisms 
instead of providing computer controls and powered mechanisms. Ready-to-latch indication is provided 
by the EVA crew. 

ent being berthed is brought into physical proximity, the visual Read
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Figure 11.  Passive RTAS Components (P6 Truss Interface Plane) 

Figure 10.  Active RTAS Components (Z1 Interface Plane) 
 
 

indicator (a painted tip on the coarse alignment cones) disappears from view as the coarse alignment 
cones penetrate their receptacles. The capture procedure requires that three of four cones line up for 
“RTL criteria” to be met. This places the segment within the capture envelope of the RTAS. 
Crewmembers then use the electric EVA power tool to actuate the capture latch from the EVA worksite 
location. As the latch jaws close on the capture bar, the segments are pulled together. At a bulkhead-to-
bulkhead distance of approximately 13 mm (1/2”), the fine alignment mechanism begins to engage 
. 
W
(1/4”) from fully seated.  Continuing to close, the capture latch deflects the capture bar an additional 6 mm 
(1/4”), which produces approximately 8.2 kN (1850 lb) of pre-load between the structures. At this point, 
the EVA crewmembers engage the primary structural attachment bolts to fasten the two segments to 
each other. 
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Bolts are tightened in sequence to ensure that they are engaging properly. Bolt pre-load is controlled with 
Pre-Load Indicating (PLI) washers located within the bolt mechanism. The EVA crewmembers will tighten 
each bolt, in series, a prescribed number of rotations before proceeding to full torque. After all bolts are 
fully tensioned, pre-load in the capture bar is released by EVA reverse actuation of the capture latch and 
the attachment process is complete. 
 
Each corner fitting also incorporates two contingency attachment bolt/nut combinations to allow a 
structural connection to be made in the event the primary bolt cannot be engaged. A release mechanism, 
an EVA-operated PIP pin, allows disconnection should the primary EVA bolt become locked in the 
sleeved nut after assembly. RTAS design also includes capability to replace a nut (insert) in the RTAS 
fine alignment assembly. A threaded spacer serves to maintain the gap between the fine alignment 
housing and the corner fitting so that no bolt-bending loads are created. Shear is transferred through the 
shear cylinder on the main bolt. 
 
 
RTAS Verification 
The verification of the RTAS was accomplished in a similar manner to the SSAS verification, using 
tolerance analysis, FEM analysis, component testing, system level development testing, hardware fit 
checks and finally mission unique dynamic simulation analysis. Since the capture latch is common to both 
the SSAS and the RTAS, no additional component level verification beyond the capture latch verification 
performed for the SSAS was required. The fine alignment bolt assembly testing closely paralleled the two 
phase testing performed for the SSAS bolting system. Acceptance testing was performed at the 
component level and followed by assembly level verification of component locations using the same 
methods used for the SSAS. The RTAS was successfully operated on orbit to assemble the P6 Truss 
Element to the Z1 Truss Element. 
 

Common Attach System (CAS) 
 
The CAS is another derivative of the SSAS used to temporarily attach various payloads (experiment 
pallets, logistics pallets, etc) to the S3 and P3 truss. The CAS includes the capture latch mechanism, 
three alignment guides and an umbilical mechanism. The structural attachment is accomplished when the 
capture latch claws establishes a preload against the alignment guides.   
 
CAS Design Features and Operation 
The CAS uses the same capture latch as SSAS; however, due to the alignment guides being part of the 
load path, they are of a different design (Figure 12). The berthing process is the same as SSAS except 
once the latch is closed the attachment is complete (no bolting system). The last operation is to engage a 
remotely operated umbilical mechanism (power and data). The umbilical mechanism is driven by either of 
two independent motor drive mechanisms (same motors as used in the capture latch) for redundancy and 
has, additionally, a mechanical EVA-operated contingency override mechanism for the event of total 
electrical failure.   
 
CAS Verification 
The CAS uses the same verification strategy as SSAS with one exception. Each active CAS must be 
compatible with all passive CAS. Unlike SSAS, the CAS design is not over-constrained and is therefore 
more compliant to variations between assemblies. Similar to SSAS the CAS verification entailed hardware 
fit checks and digital inspections. Due to there being only one passive simulator, all possible variations 
could not be verified. An analysis of the digital inspections in conjunction with the fit check data is used to 
verify the interface will indeed accommodate worst-case tolerances. A variation of the CAS was used 
successfully on orbit to stabilize and temporarily attach the S0 Truss to the U.S. Lab Module. 
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Final On-Orbit Assembly 

Verification 
 
Assembly of the International 
Space Station, accomplished far 
from the manufacturing floor on-
orbit, introduces some unique 
problems. Each stage of 
assembly, as hardware and 
increased capability is added to 
the vehicle, must result in a 
viable, life-supporting vehicle, 
with no loose ends or safety 
issues for the vehicle or the 
crew inhabiting it. Failure to 
berth a new element of the 
Station incurs immense costs as 
that element must then be 
returned to earth and re-
launched or, possibly, 
discarded. Compounding the 
problem - time, distance and 
budget constraints in almost 
every case preclude trial 
assembly and fit on the ground 
prior to launch. In many cases, the new element was not even built when the element it is to be berthed to 
was launched.   

Platform

Guide Vane
Assembly #3

Guide Vane
Assembly #1

Capture Latch Assembly

Umbilical
Mechanism
Assembly

MCAS/Payload
Coordinate System*

* X-Y Plane located on GVA well bottom centerlines.
X-Z Plane located at CLA centerline.

Guide Vane
Assembly #2

Z

Y

X

Figure 12.  Active CAS Platform 

 
A process was developed to minimize the risk inherent in assembling the elements for the first time on-
orbit. This process, titled “Assembly Analysis”, uses a combination of CAD models, as-built 
measurements, and computer-based analysis tools to verify the berthing mechanism will fit properly, that 
pressure and thermally induced deflections and distortions can be accommodated, and that no hardware 
external to the berthing mechanism will cause interference problems.  Use of this process has resulted in 
a number of hardware modifications prior to launch and a 100% success rate for on-orbit berthing 
operations.  
  
Assembly Analysis uses kinematic CAD software to process multiple interference checks in an automated 
fashion. The CAD software moves the incoming element through a set of lateral and angular 
misalignments that bound the nominal approach corridor. During movement, at specific intervals, 
interference checks are conducted. The first interference for each path is identified, and the incoming 
element moves to the next start point. The interferences can then be plotted as a mesh (Figure 13). This 
mesh is a method to visualize the hardware constraint corridor. Use of this method makes it easy to 
visualize intrusions into the nominal approach corridor. By moving the incoming element through this 
regimen of interference checks, we can show that there are no interferences between the geometry. 
 
As-built measurements are used to update the CAD models. This is accomplished by measuring the 
hardware in a common coordinate system. This is accomplished by using a digital photogrammetry 
system. This system allows for the precision measurement of the hardware relative to the CAD model of 
the hardware. The measurement data for each part is saved as a cloud of points. The CAD geometry for 
each part is then best fit to the respective cloud of points. 
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On-orbit effects are added by a similar 
process. Finite element models are 
created of the interface hardware and 
they are subjected to thermal and 
pressure loads to determine the 
deflections. These deflections are 
captured as a cloud of points and the 
CAD geometry is best fit to this cloud of 
points. 

Figure 13.  Assembly Analysis Map of Representative 
Berthing Corridor 

 

  
Figure 14.   Photo of Common Capture Claw 

Compared with CAD Model 

 
A critical aspect of this process is 
control of hardware and CAD model 
configuration. In order to obtain valid 
results, the CAD model must match the 
hardware. Configuration control is 
further complicated as the on-orbit 
hardware changes from the as-launched 
“Cargo Element” into an integrated ISS 
module through a series of on-orbit 
modifications and deployments. An 
example of the level of model fidelity is 
shown in Figure 14, where the hardware 
photo and CAD image are presented 
side-by-side.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lessons Learned 
 
1) Qualification of mechanical systems should, as much as possible, establish the full capabilities of 

the system. Minimum testing that just meets the requirements, while initially less expensive, leaves 
no margin that can be exploited later to resolve unforeseen problems or operations changes. 

 
As each of these mechanism designs matured, and our understanding of the overall integration 
task for ISS grew, additional requirements surfaced. A prime example of this is with the modified 
RTAS mechanism used to assemble the outboard truss elements. Initially the short spacer between 
the two solar array trusses was planned to be installed by the EVA crew and the mechanisms 
designed with that in mind. Only recently, operational concerns have led to a requirement to use the 
SSRMS to perform the initial installation of the short spacers (P5 and S5, See Figure 1). This 
change has resulted in a tremendous amount of analysis and testing to determine the compatibility 
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of this interface with the robotic arm and the possible redesign of parts of the mechanism. More 
thorough exploration of the mechanism capabilities during qualification would have reduced the 
amount of work needed later to adapt to this new requirement. 

 
2) Configuration control of the entire process, including CAD models, drawings, manufacturing steps 

and operations planning is essential to successful integration of complex systems. 
 

Without rigorous configuration control, integration of the numerous subsystems and components of 
a complex system like ISS becomes nearly impossible. It is impossible for each person working on 
the project to keep track of everything that is being done, to understand how changes to one 
subsystem affect others, and to coordinate their efforts without a controlled configuration, and a 
clearly defined process for updating that configuration. With rigorous configuration control, new 
processes (i.e., Assembly Analysis) have greatly reduced the risk inherent in first-time on-orbit 
assembly of ISS elements. 

 
3) The analysis process must accommodate the need for configuration control with the need to 

minimize CAD model size and complexity. 
 

Currently, the state of the art in computer aided design and modeling does not provide the 
processing capability or storage space for fully detailed models of the entire Space Station to be 
manipulated. Therefore, simplified models must be built in order to perform the needed analyses. 
Controlling the configuration of these simplified models, which of necessity do not match the 
configuration-controlled master becomes very difficult. The ISS-developed CAD modeling 
architecture, wherein high-fidelity models of individual details can be easily placed in their correct 
locations in an overall low-fidelity assembly, makes it possible to see the points of current interest in 
an assembly in great detail, without overloading processing capability or memory.  

 
4) Much benefit can be realized by emphasizing communication between teams that are designing 

similar hardware and utilizing common hardware across designs. 
 

A prime example of the benefits of this approach can be seen in the various mechanisms 
developed for berthing the unpressurized truss elements of ISS. Each variant, designed by different 
groups to differing requirements, builds upon the others, with a common capture latch used 
throughout. This commonality resulted in a reduction in required testing and analysis and in a 
reduction in crew training. 

 
5) For complex interfaces such these on-orbit berthing mechanisms it is essential that the engineering 

design, manufacturing and CAD modeling teams work together through the entire process. 
 

Common CAD models, first developed by the designers, were used by the manufacturing teams for 
planning, then updated using as-built measurements by the assembly analysis team to verify final fit 
and function. 

 
Berthing mechanisms and the assembly processes developed for ISS are an essential component of any 
future manned operations in space. Rendezvous and docking between different vehicles and assembly of 
Space Stations and large vehicles in space will require common interfaces. Compatibility of new berthing 
mechanisms with existing ones will be a requirement that will drive to a minimum number of common 
berthing interfaces for all space vehicles. A set of viable interfaces has now been developed, tested and 
is in use. Certainly improvements will continue to be made, but they will follow the path developed by the 
International Space Station Program. 
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